
Leafcutter Ants                                                          * 

 

Leafcutter Ants get their name because they cut leaves with their 

teeth and carry the smaller pieces of leaf around the forest. Did you 

know they can carry more than 5,000 times their own bodyweight?  

 

By moving leaf material around, they help improve the richness of the 

soil, which means trees and plants can grow. 

 

Leafcutter ants eat more rainforest vegetation than any other type of 

animal! Because they remove leaves from trees, it means more sunlight 

can reach the forest floor which also helps nearby plants to flourish. 

 

A healthy rainforest needs healthy plants and trees.  

 

Leafcutter ants play an important part of the rainforest’s ecosystem. If 

the trees disappears, so would they and the forest would become a less 

healthy environment. 

 

   

Iguana                                                                   ** 

 

Iguanas are a type of lizard. Lizards are reptiles and are cold-blooded 

animals. This means that they need to keep warm by absorbing heat 

from the sun. They live high up in the trees in the rainforest and spend 

a lot of their day resting on a branch, basking in the sunlight. Although 

they are safe and stable on trees, sometimes they can fall down – 

however, they can survive falls of 30 meters without injury. 

 

Iguanas might look scary and fierce, but in fact they only eat plants, 

fruits, leaves and flowers. When they eat, they help move seeds from 

plants around the rainforest which helps plants thrive. They are known 

to be good ‘seed dispersers’, so they play a very important part in 

keeping the rainforest healthy. 

 

Cool facts:  

 

If an iguana is under attack, they can detach part of their tail so they 

can make a fast escape. It will then grow back! 

 

The skin of an iguana works as a camouflage, allowing them to blend into 

the landscape. 

 

  
 

 



 Harpy Eagle                                                                     

*** 

 

An alarm screech goes out through the rainforest. Monkeys of all types throw 

themselves off the high branches and out of trees, and freeze in terror. 

Overhead a giant eagle with its seven-foot wing span twists and turns, with 

power and grace, through the treetops, hunting for any animal out in the open. 

With a single dive, it will tear the unlucky creature from its branch with its long 

claws. 

 

The Harpy Eagle, with its black, white and grey feathers, is one of the world’s 

largest eagles, but one of the fastest. It likes large areas (about 100 km²) of 

uninterrupted forest to hunt in and will search out monkeys, sloths, large 

reptiles and rodents. They will happily sit in the canopy of the forest for long 

periods of time, watching and listening, before they pounce on their prey with 

short bursts of speed. 

 

Harpy Eagles nest high in the canopy of rainforest trees, about 40 meters 

above the ground, and only raise one chick every two or three years. Many 

forests will only have one nest every 10 or 15 miles. If their hunting ground is 

destroyed and their ability to find food reduces, they can very quickly be 

eliminated from an area. They are an endangered species – they don’t have any 

natural predators – except man. For many scientists, the presence of Harpy 

Eagles in a forest suggests that the forest is healthy. When the Harpy Eagle 

can no longer be found, it suggests that there is not enough forest left for 

them to hunt and nest. 
 

 
   

 

             


